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The study aims to explain the main features of food production in Tottori prefecture focusing on agricultural
enterprises. First, the number of farmers and farm households, the area of cultivated land, and their spatial
distribution were analyzed.  Then, the production trend on rice, livestock, vegetables such as watermelon and leek,
and pears was surveyed. Furthermore, by overlooking the features of each enterprise, food production as a
regional agriculture was briefly examined. Farm management in Tottori pref. has long been a small scale self- 
sufficiency property, but has gradually decayed or specialized. Because agricultural workers are continuously
decreasing and aging, farming in Tottori pref. should pay attention to the demand of world food while publicizing
a process on food production and farm management carefully. 
















































ᅗ̿㸯 㫽ྲྀ┴ࡢ୺せ㒊㛛ูࡢ㎰ᴗ⏘ฟ㢠㸦2012ᖺ㸧                                                              
ὀ㸹㎰ᴗ⏘ฟ㢠㸻㎰స≀ࡢ⏕⏘㔞㸦✀Ꮚࡸ㣫ᩱ࡞࡝ࢆ㝖ࡃ㸧




















































































































































  ὀ㸹ᣓᘼෆࡢᩘ್ࡣ ᖺࢆ ࡜ࡍࡿᣦᩘ࡛࠶ࡾ㸪㣫㣴㢌⩚ᩘࡢ᥇༸㭜ࡣᡂ㭜ࡵࡍ࡛࠶ࡿ㸬
༢఩ 1985ᖺ 1995ᖺ 2005ᖺ 2010ᖺ 2013ᖺ
㢌 28,900 (100) 26,700 ( 92) 20,700 ( 72) 21,300 ( 74) 18,400 ( 64)
㢌 13,700 (100) 12,400 ( 91) 11,600 ( 85) 10,600 ( 77) 9,980 ( 73)
㢌 115,800 (100) 86,800 ( 75) 69,277 ( 60) 74,000 ( 64) 64,700 ( 56)
༓⩚ 940 (100) 666 ( 71) 618 ( 66) 686 ( 73) 643 ( 68)
༓⩚ 3,350 (100) 2,595 ( 77) 2,311 ( 69) 2,260 ( 67) 2,466 ( 74)
࿴ࠉ∵ 㢌 4,500 (100) 4,370 ( 97) 3,812 ( 85) 2,048 ( 46) 2,133 ( 47)
ங⏝✀➼ 㢌 10,307 (100) 8,326 ( 81) 7,512 ( 73) 4,659 ( 45) 5,672 ( 55)
ࢺࣥ 50,159 (100) 59,306 (118) 65,517 (131) 61,912 (123) 59,829 (119)
㢌 193,917 (100) 127,596 ( 66) 132,104 ( 68) 74,694 ( 39) 80,811 ( 42)
ࢺࣥ 16,566 (100) 12,496 ( 75) 10,961 ( 66) 10,728 ( 65) 10,719 ( 65)






















   
ᅗ̿㸰 㫽ྲྀ┴࡟࠾ࡅࡿ㎰ᐙᡞᩘ㸪         ᅗ̿㸱 㫽ྲྀ┴ࡢ㎰ᐙᡞᩘ㸪1960ᖺ
1950䡚2010ᖺ
 
         
            ᅗ̿㸲 ᐙ᪘⤒Ⴀ࡟ࡼࡿ㫽ྲྀ┴ࡢ㎰ᴗ⤒Ⴀయᩘ㸪2010ᖺ
 
          













































































           ᅗ̿㸴 㫽ྲྀ┴࡟࠾ࡅࡿᕷ⏫ᮧูࡢ㎰ᐙᡞᩘ㸪2010ᖺ
 










































































































㈍኎㎰ᐙ㸦ᡞ㸧 Commercial farm household
⮬⤥ⓗ㎰ᐙ㸦ᡞ㸧 Subsistence farm household
ྜィ㸦ᣦᩘ㸧 ⏨ ዪ ⏨ ዪ ⏨ ዪ
ᖺ 63,371(100) 24,565 38,806 9,409 13,382 10,014 9,593 42,398 (100)
ᖺ 58,211 ( 92) 22,933 35,278 6,239 8,952 11,469 11,079 37,739 ( 89)
ᖺ 50,716 ( 80) 20,653 30,063 3,853 5,449 11,982 11,983 33,267 ( 78)
ᖺ 46,572 ( 73) 19,627 26,945 2,713 3,545 11,582 12,862 30,702 ( 72)
ᖺ 41,071 ( 65) 18,207 22,864 2,693 2,681 11,420 12,093 28,887 ( 68)






























         ㈨ᩱ㸹1975ᖺ㎰ᴗࢭࣥࢧࢫ. 
 
           ᅗ̿㸶 ᖺ࡟࠾ࡅࡿ㫽ྲྀ┴ࡢ㈍኎㎰ᐙࡢᖺ㱋ู㎰ᴗᑵᴗேཱྀ㸦㎰ᴗᚑ஦⪅ࡢ࠺ࡕ㸪
㎰ᴗ࡟୺࡜ࡋ࡚ᚑ஦ࡋࡓୡᖏဨᩘ㸹ே) 


































































































     
                ᅗ㸫㸷 㫽ྲྀ┴࡟࠾ࡅࡿ⤒Ⴀ⪔ᆅ㠃✚㸪1960ᖺ




    
             ᅗ̿11 1960ᖺࡢ⤒Ⴀ⪔ᆅ㠃✚ࢆᇶ‽࡜ࡍࡿᣦᩘ㸪2010ᖺ
 
           






































































































ᖺࡢỈ✄཰✭㔞㸦125,900 ࢺࣥ㸧ࡣ㸪2010 ᖺ࡟ࡣ 73,200
ࢺࣥ㸦58.1㸣㸧࡟ῶᑡࡋࡓ㸬
    

















































































2010ᖺࡢ⪔సᨺᲠᆅ㠃✚ Arable land which crop has not been grown 
over 1 year 㸦 ha 㸧
㈍ ኎ ㎰ ᐙ Commercial farm household
⮬ ⤥ ⓗ ㎰ ᐙ Subsistence farm household



























































































































































㈨ ᩱ 㸸 ୰ᅜᅄᅜ㎰ᨻᒁ
ᅗ̿15  㫽ྲྀ┴࡟࠾ࡅࡿỈ✄ࡢ































⾲̿㸱 㫽ྲྀ┴࡟࠾ࡅࡿ㟢ᆅసࡢ୺せస≀ู཰✭㎰ᐙᩘ࡜཰✭㠃✚ 㸦1965㹼2010ᖺ㸧 
 
    ㈨ᩱ㸸㎰ᯘᴗࢭࣥࢧࢫ
  ὀ㸹ࡓࡔࡋ㸪2010ᖺࡢࡁࡹ࠺ࡾ㸪ࢺ࣐ࢺ㸪࢟ࣕ࣋ࢶ㸪⤖⌫ࡣࡃࡉ࠸㸪኱᰿ࡣ᪋タ᱂ᇵࢆྵࡴ㸬 
  
               ᅗ̿17 㫽ྲྀ┴ࡢࢫ࢖࣭࢝኱᰿࣭࢟ࣕ࣋ࢶ࣭ࢿࢠࡢ⏕⏘㔞㸪1985㹼2013ᖺ
         ㈨ᩱ㸸㎰ᯘỈ⏘┬ࠕ㔝⳯⏕⏘ฟⲴ⤫ィㄪᰝ ࠖࠕ㎰ᯘᴗࢭࣥࢧࢫ ࠖࠕ㫽ྲྀ㎰ᯘỈ⏘⤫ィᖺሗࠖ
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                    ᅗ̿18 㫽ྲྀ┴ࡢ୺せ㔝⳯ࡢ⏕⏘㔞㸪1985㹼2013ᖺ
              ㈨ᩱ㸸㎰ᯘỈ⏘┬ࠕ㔝⳯⏕⏘ฟⲴ⤫ィㄪᰝ ࠖࠕ㎰ᯘᴗࢭࣥࢧࢫ ࠖࠕ㫽ྲྀ㎰ᯘỈ⏘⤫ィᖺሗࠖ
                          ὀ㸹ࡽࡗࡁࡻ࠺ࡢ 2013ᖺ࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣ㸪㈨ᩱࡢ㒔ྜ࡟ࡼࡾ 2012ᖺ࡛௦⏝ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ㸬
   
      ᅗ̿19 㫽ྲྀ┴ࡢࢫ࢖࣭࢝ⓑࢿࢠ࣭ࣈࣟࢵࢥ࣮࣭ࣜࡽࡗࡁࡻ࠺࣭࡞ࡀ࠸ࡶࡢ㈍኎㔠㢠㸪1985㹼2013ᖺ








































































































1985ᖺ 1990ᖺ 2000ᖺ 2005ᖺ 2010ᖺ 2013ᖺ
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   
                      ᅗ̿20 㫽ྲྀ┴ࡢ୺せ㔝⳯ࡢ㈍኎㔠㢠㸪1985㹼2013ᖺ
                       ㈨ᩱ㸸඲㎰࡜ࡗ࡜ࡾࡢ㈨ᩱ࡟ࡼࡾసᡂ㸬
ὀ㸹ࢺ࣐ࢺ࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣ㸪࣑ࢽࢺ࣐ࢺ㸪୰⋢ࢺ࣐ࢺࢆྵࡴ㸬















































































































































































































㈨ᩱ ㎰ᯘỈ⏘┬㸸ࠕ㔝⳯⏕⏘ฟⲴ⤫ィࠖ Source : Statistics on the production and shipment of vegetables



















































     
ᅗ̿23 ኟࢿࢠࡢ⏕⏘࣭㈍኎㸪1977㹼1982ᖺ          ᅗ̿24 ⛅෤ࢿࢠࡢ⏕⏘࣭㈍኎㸪1965㹼1982ᖺ


































































































































                       ᅗ̿25 㫽ྲྀ┴࡟࠾ࡅࡿᕷ⏫ᮧูࡢࢿࢠ཰✭㠃✚㸪1995ᖺ
㈨ᩱ㸸ୡ⏺㎰ᯘᴗࢭࣥࢧࢫ
 




























































ࢧ࢖ࡀ 73.1㸣㸦39,167 ᡞ㸧㸪ࢿࢠࡀ 68㸣㸦36,442 ᡞ㸧㸪࢟
ࣗ࢘ࣜࡀ 67.3㸣㸦36,041ᡞ㸧㸪㤿㕥䭏ࡀ 65.9㸣㸦35,289ᡞ㸧㸪
࢟ࣕ࣋ࢶࡀ 60.3㸣㸦32,322 ᡞ㸧㸪࣍࢘ࣞࣥࢯ࢘ࡀ 48.4㸣
㸦25,942ᡞ㸧㸪ࢺ࣐ࢺࡀ 45.1㸣㸦24,149ᡞ㸧㸪኱㇋ࡀ 41.1㸣
㸦22,017ᡞ㸧࡛࠶ࡾ㸪࡞ࡋ㸦࿴✀㸧ࡢ᱂ᇵ㎰ᐙᩘࡢẚ⋡ࡣ










                     ᅗ̿26 㫽ྲྀ┴࡟࠾ࡅࡿࢫ࢖࢝ࡢ཰✭㔞࡜స௜㠃✚ࡢ᥎⛣
        













































































      
       ᅗ̿28 㫽ྲྀ┴࡟࠾ࡅࡿࢫ࢖࢝ࡢᕷ⏫ᮧู཰✭㠃✚㸪1990ᖺ
㈨ᩱ㸸㎰㸦ᯘ㸧ᴗࢭࣥࢧࢫ
 ⾲̿㸲 㫽ྲྀ┴ࡢᕷ⏫ᮧูࡢࢫ࢖࢝ࡢ཰✭࣭స௜࣭᱂ᇵ㠃✚㸦ha㸧
   
᱂ᇵ㠃✚
ᖺ ᖺ ᖺ ᖺ ᖺ ᖺ㟢ᆅ ᖺ᪋タ
㫽ྲྀ┴ 476 1,548 879 586 347 120
㫽ྲྀᕷ 57 61 16 3 12 0
⡿Ꮚᕷ 53 44 10 2 2 䡔
಴ྜྷᕷ 55 321 231 186 101 26
ቃ ᕷ 10 4 1 0 0 -
ᅜᗓ⏫ 4 5 3 1 1 -
ᒾ⨾⏫ 12 10 6 0 0 -
⚟㒊ᮧ 6 5 4 5 3 䡔
㒆ᐙ⏫ 2 1 1 0 1 䡔
⯪ᒸ⏫ 1 2 1 0 0 -
Ἑཎ⏫ 3 2 2 0 䡔 -
ඵᮾ⏫ 1 2 1 0 0 -
ⱝᱜ⏫ 1 2 1 x 0 -
⏝℩⏫ 1 1 1 0 䡔 䡔
బ἞ᮧ 1 1 2 x 0 -
ᬛ㢌⏫ 0 1 1 0 䡔 䡔
Ẽ㧗⏫ 11 12 5 1 䠍䠇䡔 䡔
㮵㔝⏫ 4 3 1 x 䡔 -
㟷㇂⏫ 7 7 3 1 䠍䠇䡔 -
⩚ྜ⏫ 9 37 5 1 䡔 䡔
Ἡࠉᮧ 15 50 22 12 4 3
ᮾ㒓⏫ 5 19 0 x 䡔 -
୕ᮅ⏫ 2 2 0 - 䡔 -
㛵㔠⏫ 5 24 6 1 0 䡔
໭᮲⏫ 13 62 7 5 2 䡔
኱ᰤ⏫ 43 414 369 279 186 79
ᮾ఑⏫ 27 136 41 31 13 㻟䠇䡔
㉥☆⏫ 19 72 41 17 5 㻠䠇䡔
す఑⏫ 3 2 1 0 䡔 䡔
఍ぢ⏫ 5 3 3 x 0 -
ᓊᮏ⏫ 17 37 32 17 10䠇䡔 䡔
᪥ྜྷὠᮧ 4 2 1 0 0 䡔
ᾷỤ⏫ 6 4 1 0 0 䡔
኱ᒣ⏫ 14 23 6 2 1 䡔
ྡ࿴⏫ 28 57 13 6 3 0
୰ᒣ⏫ 18 65 20 10 4 1
᪥༡⏫ 1 1 1 - 0 䡔
᪥㔝⏫ 1 1 1 x 0 -
Ụᗓ⏫ 2 5 2 - 0 -






[⛎༏ᩘ್   㸫㸸ヱᙜ࡞ࡋ
 ࡓࡔࡋ㸪1990 ᖺ௨㝆ࡣ㸪㈍኎㎰ᐙ
ࡢࡳࡢᩘ್࡛࠶ࡿ㸬




















ࡶῶᑡࡋ⥆ࡅ࡚㸪2005 ᖺ࡟ࡣ 1,143ha ࡟࡞ࡗࡓ㸬1970 ᖺ
ࡢ᪥ᮏ࡞ࡋࡢ᱂ᇵᡞᩘ㸦11,133ᡞ㸧ࡣ㸪2010ᖺ࡟ࡣ 2,193
ᡞ࡟ῶᑡࡋࡓࡢ࡛㸪⣙㸳ศࡢ㸯࡟࡞ࡗࡓࡇ࡜࡟࡞ࡿ㸬᪥ᮏ
࡞ࡋࡢ᱂ᇵ㠃✚ࡣ 1970 ᖺ࡟ࡣ 2,836ha ࡛࠶ࡗࡓࡀ㸪2005
ᖺ࡟ࡣ 1,143ha࡟ῶᑡࡋࡓࡢ࡛㸪60㸣ῶᑡࡋࡓࡇ࡜࡟࡞ࡿ㸬
  
           ⾲̿㸳 㫽ྲྀ┴ࡢᯝᶞࡢ᱂ᇵ㎰ᐙᩘ࡜᱂ᇵ㠃✚㸪1970䡚1985ᖺ
  
  ㈨ᩱ㸸㎰㸦ᯘ㸧ᴗࢭࣥࢧࢫ 
⾲̿㸴 㫽ྲྀ┴ࡢᯝᶞࡢ᱂ᇵ㎰ᐙᩘ࡜᱂ᇵ㠃✚㸪1985䡚2010ᖺ
  
  ㈨ᩱ㸸㎰㸦ᯘ㸧ᴗࡏࣥࢧࢫ  ὀ㸸㈍኎㎰ᐙࡢᩘ್ࡢࡳ࡛࠶ࡿ㸬
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᱂ᇵ㠃✚ KD    
᱂ᇵ㎰ᐙᩘ ᡞ    
᱂ᇵ㠃✚ KD    
᱂ᇵ㎰ᐙᩘ ᡞ    
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ᖺ 㻞㻜㻜㻜ᖺ ᖺ 㻞㻜㻝㻜ᖺ
᱂ᇵ㎰ᐙᩘ ᡞ      
᱂ᇵ㠃✚ KD  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   
᱂ᇵ㎰ᐙᩘ ᡞ      
᱂ᇵ㠃✚ KD     
᱂ᇵ㎰ᐙᩘ ᡞ      
᱂ᇵ㠃✚ KD     
᱂ᇵ㎰ᐙᩘ ᡞ      
᱂ᇵ㠃✚ KD     
᱂ᇵ㎰ᐙᩘ ᡞ      
᱂ᇵ㠃✚ KD     
᱂ᇵ㎰ᐙᩘ ᡞ      
᱂ᇵ㠃✚ KD     
᱂ᇵ㎰ᐙᩘ ᡞ      
᱂ᇵ㠃✚ KD     
᱂ᇵ㎰ᐙᩘ ᡞ      
᱂ᇵ㠃✚ D      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                ㈨ᩱ㸸㎰ᯘỈ⏘┬⤫ィ㒊㸸㎰ᯘᴗࢭࣥࢧࢫ
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        ⾲㸫㸵 㫽ྲྀ┴࡟࠾ࡅࡿࢼࢩࡢရ✀ู᱂ᇵ㠃✚࡜㈍኎ᩘ್㸪1966ᖺ
    ㈨ᩱ㸸㫽ྲྀ┴ᯝᐇ㎰ᴗ༠ྠ⤌ྜ㐃ྜ఍㸦1967㸧㸸ࠕ㫽ྲྀ┴ᯝᐇ㎰༠㐃ࡢᴫせ 㸪ࠖ17p㸬
  
⾲㸫㸶 㫽ྲྀ┴ࡢ᲍ࡢ㍺ฟ㔞    ༢఩㸹ࢺࣥ
            
               ㈨ᩱ㸸JA඲㎰࡜ࡗ࡜ࡾ
         ⾲㸫㸷 㫽ྲྀ┴࡟࠾ࡅࡿရ✀ูࡢ᪥ᮏ࡞ࡋ㸪2003䡚2013ᖺ㸦࣊ࢡࢱ࣮ࣝ㸧
 
   ㈨ᩱ㸸ྛᖺࡢ≉⏘ᯝᶞ⏕⏘ືែ➼ㄪᰝ㸦㎰ᯘỈ⏘┬㸧
ᖺ ᖺ ᖺ ᖺ ᖺ
ྎࠉࠉ‴ 120.7 121.7 413.4 351.5 290.3
࣍ࣥࢥࣥ 86.2 87.6 64.7 65.8 34.9
86$ᮏᅵ 69.3 15 31.5 40.9 66
ࣟࢩ࢔ 0.7 1.3 0.8 0.7 0.1
ࡑࡢ௚ 9.1 5.8 0.6 4.2
཰✭᫬ᮇ䞉Ⰽ ᪥ᮏ䛺䛧䛾ရ✀ 㻞㻜㻜㻟 㻞㻜㻜㻠 㻞㻜㻜㻡 㻞㻜㻜㻢 㻞㻜㻜㻣 㻞㻜㻜㻤 㻞㻜㻜㻥 㻞㻜㻝㻜 㻞㻜㻝㻝 㻞㻜㻝㻞 㻞㻜㻝㻟
ឡ⏑Ỉ 㻜㻚㻡㻌 㻜㻚㻟㻌 㻜㻚㻟 㻜㻚㻟
⛅䚷ᰤ 㻟㻚㻣㻌 㻡㻚㻜 㻢㻚㻜 㻝㻞㻚㻥 㻝㻞㻚㻢 㻝㻟㻚㻥 㻝㻟㻚㻥 㻝㻟㻚㻠 㻝㻟㻚㻣 㻝㻠㻚㻟
᪂⏑Ἠ 㻡㻚㻜 㻤㻚㻡 㻝㻟㻚㻣 㻝㻣㻚㻡 㻞㻤㻚㻞 㻠㻞㻚㻢
ᖾ䚷Ỉ 㻡㻡㻚㻢㻌 㻠㻥㻚㻡㻌 㻠㻥㻚㻡 㻠㻣㻚㻤 㻟㻤㻚㻡 㻟㻜㻚㻟 㻞㻝㻚㻜 㻞㻟㻚㻞 㻝㻥㻚㻜 㻝㻠㻚㻤 㻝㻝㻚㻣
᪂䚷Ỉ 㻠㻚㻜㻌 㻞㻚㻝㻌 㻞㻚㻝 㻞㻚㻝 㻝㻚㻜
䛒䛝䛵䛝 㻜㻚㻞㻌 㻤㻚㻢㻌 㻤㻚㻢 㻤㻚㻢 㻞㻚㻣 㻟㻚㻞 㻠㻚㻥 㻡㻚㻣 㻡㻚㻞 㻡㻚㻞 㻡㻚㻤
⛅⏑Ἠ 㻝㻚㻢 㻣㻚㻡
㇏䚷Ỉ 㻥㻝㻚㻤㻌 㻤㻟㻚㻟㻌 㻤㻟㻚㻟 㻣㻥㻚㻥 㻡㻠㻚㻢 㻠㻥㻚㻤 㻠㻝㻚㻟 㻟㻠㻚㻢 㻟㻜㻚㻠 㻞㻡㻚㻤 㻞㻟㻚㻞
㛗༑㑻 㻝㻚㻜㻌 㻜㻚㻡㻌 㻜㻚㻡 㻜㻚㻞
⋤䚷⛅ 㻟㻚㻢 㻤㻚㻢 㻝㻜㻚㻞 㻝㻞㻚㻜 㻝㻞㻚㻜 㻝㻞㻚㻤 㻝㻡㻚㻝
᪂䚷㧗 㻝㻢㻚㻟㻌 㻝㻡㻚㻡㻌 㻝㻡㻚㻡 㻝㻡㻚㻡 㻝㻝㻚㻝 㻝㻜㻚㻠 㻝㻜㻚㻟 㻤㻚㻜 㻣㻚㻠 㻠㻚㻣 㻟㻚㻠
ឡ䚷᏾ 㻤㻚㻤㻌 㻝㻜㻚㻠㻌 㻝㻜㻚㻠 㻝㻜㻚㻠 㻝㻟㻚㻜 㻝㻞㻚㻟 㻝㻟㻚㻟 㻝㻞㻚㻠 㻝㻜㻚㻥 㻤㻚㻡 㻤㻚㻢
᪂䚷⯆ 㻣㻢㻚㻣㻌 㻣㻠㻚㻟㻌 㻣㻠㻚㻟 㻣㻟㻚㻟 㻢㻟㻚㻜 㻡㻤㻚㻞 㻡㻠㻚㻟 㻡㻞㻚㻟 㻠㻤㻚㻥 㻠㻠㻚㻜 㻠㻝㻚㻣
᪂䚷㞷 㻠㻚㻜㻌 㻠㻚㻜㻌 㻠㻚㻜 㻠㻚㻜 㻟㻚㻤 㻟㻚㻟 㻞㻚㻠 㻞㻚㻠 㻞㻚㻠 㻞㻚㻟 㻞㻚㻞
ᬌ୕ྜྷ 㻢㻚㻡㻌 㻟㻚㻤㻌 㻟㻚㻤 㻟㻚㻤 㻝㻚㻠 㻟㻚㻞
䛺䛴䜂䜑 㻣㻚㻠 㻤㻚㻣 㻝㻜㻚㻣 㻝㻟㻚㻢 㻝㻢㻚㻢 㻝㻢㻚㻟
ኟ䛥䜔䛛 㻝㻚㻜 㻝㻚㻡 㻞㻚㻥 㻞㻚㻣
᪩⏕஧༑ୡ⣖ 㻞㻚㻞㻌 㻝㻚㻢 㻝㻚㻢 㻝㻚㻢 㻞㻚㻥 㻞㻚㻣 㻞㻚㻣
᪂ୡ⣖ 㻢㻚㻥㻌 㻝㻟㻚㻢㻌 㻡㻚㻢 㻡㻚㻜 㻝㻚㻢 㻝㻚㻟 㻝㻚㻜 㻝㻚㻜 㻝㻚㻟
ඵ䚷㞼 㻞㻚㻥㻌 㻝㻚㻟㻌 㻝㻚㻟 㻝㻚㻟
ᾴ䚷᭶ 㻝㻚㻝
䛚䛥஧༑ୡ⣖ 㻠㻠㻚㻠㻌 㻠㻡㻚㻟㻌 㻠㻝㻚㻟 㻟㻥㻚㻟 㻟㻥㻚㻠 㻣㻚㻟 㻝㻥㻚㻥 㻢㻚㻥 㻢㻚㻜 㻡㻚㻟 㻡㻚㻝
䡶䢚䡬䢕䢀䢚஧༑ୡ⣖ 㻞㻥㻞㻚㻢㻌 㻞㻝㻠㻚㻣㻌 㻞㻝㻠㻚㻣 㻞㻝㻠㻚㻣 㻞㻝㻠㻚㻠 㻝㻥㻥㻚㻞 㻝㻣㻥㻚㻝 㻝㻟㻡㻚㻠 㻝㻟㻝㻚㻡 㻝㻞㻡㻚㻜 㻝㻞㻜㻚㻤
䛚䛥䡶䢚䡬䢕䢀䢚 㻞㻢㻚㻡㻌 㻣㻡㻚㻠㻌 㻣㻣㻚㻠 㻣㻥㻚㻠 㻤㻢㻚㻠 㻠㻤㻚㻣 㻣㻢㻚㻥 㻤㻤㻚㻟 㻥㻜㻚㻠 㻣㻤㻚㻡 㻣㻞㻚㻜









ඵ䚷 䚷 㞼 㻣㻤㻚㻞㻌㻔㻌㻟㻚㻞㻕 㻥㻞㻣㻌㻔㻌㻝㻚㻥㻕 㻤㻘㻜㻢㻢㻚㻡㻌㻔㻌㻞㻚㻞㻕
᪂䚷 ୡ䚷 ⣖ 㻝㻜㻝㻚㻤㻌㻔㻌㻠㻚㻞㻕 㻝㻘㻥㻠㻢㻌㻔㻌㻠㻚㻜㻕 㻝㻠㻘㻝㻣㻣㻚㻢㻌㻔㻌㻟㻚㻥㻕
᪩⏕஧༑ୡ⣖ 㻝㻤㻚㻡㻌㻔㻌㻜㻚㻤㻕 㻟㻜㻜㻌㻔㻌㻜㻚㻢㻕 㻞㻘㻣㻣㻟㻚㻣㻌㻔㻌㻜㻚㻤㻕
஧㻌༑㻌ୡ㻌⣖ 㻞㻘㻝㻡㻞㻚㻠㻌㻔㻤㻤㻚㻜㻕 㻠㻡㻘㻟㻜㻣㻌㻔㻥㻞㻚㻡㻕 㻟㻟㻝㻘㻥㻠㻥㻚㻥㻌㻔㻥㻞㻚㻠㻕
㬞䚷 䚷 䚷 ᲍ 㻢㻚㻝㻌㻔㻌㻜㻚㻞㻕 㻞㻠㻌㻔㻜㻚㻜㻡㻕 㻝㻝㻝㻚㻡㻌㻔㻜㻚㻜㻟㻕
ᬌ䚷 ୕䚷 ྜྷ 㻢㻢㻚㻟㻌㻔㻌㻞㻚㻣㻕 㻞㻠㻌㻔㻜㻚㻜㻡㻕 㻝㻝㻝㻚㻣㻌㻔㻜㻚㻜㻟㻕
























2003 ᖺ㸦292.6ha㸧࠿ࡽ 2013 ᖺ㸦120.8ha㸧࡟࠿ࡅ࡚⣙㸴
๭ῶᑡࡋࡓ㸬
   
          ᅗ̿34 㫽ྲྀ┴ࡢ᪥ᮏ࡞ࡋ㸦㉥࡞ࡋ㸧ࡢ᱂ᇵ㠃✚㸪2003䡚2013ᖺ
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ቃ ᕷ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࡡࡂ ࠉ ࠉ  ࠉ
ᒾ⨾⏫ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࡡࡂ ࠉ ࠉ  ࠉ
ⱝᱜ⏫ ࠉ ⫗∵ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ  ࠉ
ᬛ㢌⏫ ࠉ ⫗∵ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ  ࠉ
ඵ㢌⏫ ங∵ ⫗∵ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ᪥ᮏ࡞ࡋ ᰠ ࡇࢇ࡟ࡷࡃ࠸ࡶ ࢺ࣐ࢺ ࡞ࡍ ࠉ ࡯࠺ࢀࢇࡑ࠺ ࡡࡂ ࠉ ࠉ ࠿ࡰࡕࡷ ࠉ
୕ᮅ⏫ ங∵ ⫗∵ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ  ࠉ
‮᲍὾⏫ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࡪ࡝࠺ ᪥ᮏ࡞ࡋ ᱵ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ  ࠉ
⍆ᾆ⏫ ங∵ ⫗∵ ㇜ ࣈࣟ࢖࣮ࣛ ࠉ ᪥ᮏ࡞ࡋ ࠉ ࢺ࣐ࢺ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࡡࡂ ࡍ࠸࠿ ࠉ ࠿ࡰࡕࡷ ࣈࣟࢵࢥ࣮ࣜ
໭ᰤ⏫ ங∵ ⫗∵ ㇜ ࠉ ࡪ࡝࠺ ᪥ᮏ࡞ࡋ ᰠ ⴥࢱࣂࢥ ࢺ࣐ࢺ ࠉ ࠉ ࡯࠺ࢀࢇࡑ࠺ ࡡࡂ ࡍ࠸࠿ ࣓ࣟࣥ ࠿ࡰࡕࡷ ࣈࣟࢵࢥ࣮ࣜ
᪥ྜྷὠᮧ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ⴥࢱࣂࢥ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࡡࡂ ࠉ ࠉ  ࠉ
኱ᒣ⏫ ங∵ ⫗∵ ㇜ ᥇༸㭜 ࠉ ᪥ᮏ࡞ࡋ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࡡࡂ ࠉ ࠉ ࠿ࡰࡕࡷ ࣈࣟࢵࢥ࣮ࣜ
༡㒊⏫ ࠉ ⫗∵ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ᰠ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࡡࡂ ࠉ ࠉ  ࠉ
఑⪆⏫ ங∵ ⫗∵ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ᰠ ࢺ࣐ࢺ ࡞ࡍ ࠉ ࠉ ࡡࡂ ࡍ࠸࠿ ࠉ ࠿ࡰࡕࡷ ࠉ
᪥༡⏫ ங∵ ⫗∵ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࢺ࣐ࢺ ࡞ࡍ ࣆ࣮࣐ࣥ ࠉ ࡡࡂ ࠉ ࠉ ࠿ࡰࡕࡷ ࠉ
᪥㔝⏫ ࠉ ⫗∵ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࠉ ࡡࡂ ࠉ ࠉ  ࠉ
































ᕷ༡ᩥ୍㸦1984㸧㸸஧༑ୡ⣖᲍ࡢ⋤ᅜ 80 ᖺ๓ࡢ 10 ᮏࡢ
ⱑᮌ࠿ࡽ㸬㐌หᮅ᪥ⓒ⛉ 051 ୡ⏺ࡢᆅ⌮ ᪥ᮏす㒊
ᒸᒣ࣭㫽ྲྀ㸬pp.26-28㸬
ᕷ༡ᩥ 㸦୍2004㸧㸸㫽ྲྀ┴ࡢ㎰ᴗ⏕⏘ࡢከᵝᗘ࡜ࡑࡢኚ໬㸬
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⏣୰ ᾈ࣭⚟ኈಇ୍㸦1985㸧㸸㫽ྲྀ┴㤶ྲྀ㎰ᐙࡢ⏕ά᫬㛫
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ࡅປാࡢྜ⌮໬ʊ⿄࠿ࡅᢏ⾡ࡢ㠉᪂ࢆ஦౛࡜ࡋ࡚ʊ㸬㎰
ᮧ⏕ά◊✲㸪97㸪pp.13-19㸬
㫽ྲྀ┴Ⱚ⏕⏘ᣦᑟ⪅㐃⤡༠㆟఍࣭㫽ྲྀ┴㸦2011㸧㸸ࠕ㫽ྲྀ┴
Ⱚ᣺⯆ࣅࢪࣙࣥ䡚㟂せ䛻ᛂ䛨䛯⣽䜔䛛䛺ᑐᛂ䛾䛷䛝䜛Ⱚ
⏘ᆅ䜢┠ᣦ䛧䛶䡚 㸪ࠖ12p.
㫽ྲྀ┴㎰ᯘỈ⏘㒊 ⦅㸦1983㸧㸸ࠕ㫽ྲྀ┴ࡢ◁ᆅ㎰ᴗ 㸪ࠖ95p.
୰ᮧ ⸅࣭஭ᔱ㱟⏨㸦1986㸧㸸㞟ⴠࡢ㎰ᴗᵓ㐀࡜Ⴀ㎰ᣦྥ
ࡢ≉㉁࡟㛵ࡍࡿ◊✲㸬㫽ྲྀ┴㎰ᴗヨ㦂ሙ◊✲ሗ࿌㸪22㸪
pp.19-30.
⬟⨾ ㄔ㸦1992㸧㸸⤌ྜࡏศᯒἲࡢ⪃ᐹ࡜᪂᪉ἲࡢᥦ♧㸬
⤒῭ᆅ⌮Ꮫᖺሗ㸪38-3㸪pp.179-193.
ℊ⏣ⱥ୍㸦1995㸧㸸㫽ྲྀ┴ࡢᯝᶞ᱂ᇵ࡜ᆅᙧ᮲௳㸬㇏ᓥྜྷ
๎ඛ⏕㏥ᐁグᛕ஦ᴗ఍ ⦅ࠕࡉࢇ࠸ࢇࡢ⮬↛⎔ቃ࡜⏘ᴗ
㢼ᅵ 㸪ࠖᐩኈ᭩ᗑ㸬pp.157-189.
ᯇᮧ୍ၿ࣭㯮⏣᠇ᐶ࣭䬢ཱྀⱥኵ࣭ᑠᯘ ୍㸦1997㸧㸸ࢫ࢖
࢝స⤒Ⴀ࡟࠾ࡅࡿ⤒Ⴀ⟶⌮ᶵ⬟࡟㛵ࡍࡿ◊✲ 㫽ྲྀ┴
኱ᰤ⏫ࢆ஦౛࡟ࡋ࡚㸬㫽ྲྀ኱Ꮫ㎰Ꮫ㒊◊✲ሗ࿌㸪50㸪
pp.45-50.
▮㒊㈼୍㸦1997㸧㸸኱ᒣ໭㯄ᆅᇦ࡟࠾ࡅࡿ」ྜ㎰ᴗ⤒Ⴀࡢ
ᒎ㛤࡜ࡑࡢ⥔ᣢᇶ┙ʊ㫽ྲྀ┴୰ᒣ⏫ࢆ஦౛࡜ࡋ࡚ʊ㸬℩
ᡞෆᆅ⌮㸪㸴㸪pp.30-43㸬
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㍺ฟࢩࢫࢸ࣒࡜⏘ᆅࡢᑐᛂʊ-$ ඲㎰࡜ࡗ࡜ࡾ㸰ᨭᡤ᲍
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ᆅࡢᑐᛂʊ㫽ྲྀ┴᲍⏘ᆅࢆ஦౛࡟ʊࢩࢫࢸ࣒㎰Ꮫ㸪23-1㸪
pp.57-70. 
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